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Today I am going to show you what a standard online CIA blackwash operation looks like. I should
know, since I am the target of more than anyone in the history of the world.
A reader sent me today to this website called The Unexpected Cosmology. I had never heard of it
before today, and my guess is they get minimal real traffic. All traffic will come from promoted
websearches. There we find an article from February 9, 2021, which looks a lot like my paper of
January 2016 on the Trinity nuclear tests. In fact, he lifts entire sentences directly from my paper, and
uses all the same illustrations, pretty much in the same order. Even so, he doesn't mention me once.
So what is going on?
Well, it is pretty obvious, since—as I say—this is the standard CIA blackwash, and this site mirrors the
form of dozens, maybe hundreds, of other sites. But in case you weren't aware of that, I am here to
break it down for you.
What happens is, the CIA or one of the other alphabet agencies (or Air Force) is alerted to one of my
papers, usually by the huge traffic pointing at it. Google sends them a memo, warning that their
algorithms have flagged a page drawing huge numbers, and that their rigged searches are having
trouble blocking it. People aren't coming to it from searches, they are coming by direct links left
everywhere or by mouth. There is actually not much anyone can do about that—other than scanning
the entire web and destroying each link by hand—but they can divert a small percentage of readers by
planting mirrors and deadends. Say you forget or lose the direct link you have been sent. Well, in that
case you may search on my name or on the subject. Job one is leading and littering those searches with
bad links. Searching on my name will pull up slander sites like Ratwiki before my own sites, and
searching on the subject will take you to imposter sites that seem to have similar content—such as the
one we are looking at.
The spook committees sit around a big table, and the team leader will say something like, “Langley, we
have a problem. Miles is telling the truth again and the big boys don't like it. So we need eyes off him
as much as possible. Run all known gambits.”* This site Unexpected Cosmology is just one of many
gambits, but it is the most common. Here are its main features:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Assign someone to my paper, the job being to rewrite it worse.
Keep the form and the main argument, but edit out the very strongest points.
Make the language sloppier, adding obvious and unaccountable misspellings and typos.
Pepper it with new additions that totally undermine it.
Make the writer appear to be cracked, by adding asides to totally unrelated things that will turn
the reader off.
6) Do a similar thing with other papers of mine, to create the impression of an homage or alliance
site to me, while not explicitly admitting it. I can't be mentioned because that might send traffic
to my site—the exact opposite of the project. In other forms of this project, they do mention my

name and may even provide a link, but that is just to cover all bases. They want you to think
they are playing fair, but it works just as well in most cases. The link to them is enough to
blackwash me, even with the few who then come to my site. Those readers will already have a
bad taste in their mouths, which may be enough to break the chain. But in the case of sites like
Unexpected Cosmology, they try to create the maximum blackwash without an explicit link to
me. This is the preferred blackwash, for obvious reasons.
7) Create an entire site to house these rewritten papers, where they surround them with other
sections on Flat Earth, Satanism, pedophilia, the Protocols of Zion, and so on. This site we are
looking at covers all those bases, and even gives us sections called “Torah is Truth” and “Get
Baptized”, to make sure we are well and utterly discombobulated and offended no matter where
we come from.

LAST year’s baptismal event was a wild success. All praise to
our adonai and heavenly Father, Yahuah, the Most-High Elohim, for
waking up so many lost sheep in the house of Yashar’el and bringing
them in obedience closer to Him, via the ancient narrow path.
That's just one example of the fun you can have at Unexpected Cosmology. It looks like a bunch of
Jewish people getting baptized and saying “shalom” to one another, and then writing papers slamming
Jews and Zionists. Just your average day at the park.
Also notice that in their paper mirroring my Trinity paper, the author tells us that all rockets are
actually balloons. You have to laugh.

In a similar vein, I want to say a few words about Controlled Opposition. Some people seem to be
unclear on the concept, even now. One of my readers complained about my recent paper, where I
outed the biggest alternative sites like Infowars, Zerohedge, NaturalNews, and GatewayPundit for
selling the war in Ukraine as real. I was pointed to several articles at those sites which were suggesting
at least parts of the war were fake. That is true, and I already knew that since I linked to one of them at
the beginning of that paper. But the problem is all those sites have many other papers either selling the
war as real or taking it as a given. In the main, those sites are selling the war as real. That is exactly
what controlled opposition is.
Let me break it down for you. In a Controlled Opp, the whole point is to tamp down the opposition, to
make it less strong. Let's compare it to a football game. Let us say you have two teams that are pretty
equally matched. Let's call them the Lions and the Bears. But the Lions have a psychological
operations unit and the Bears don't. Since the Bears are not undermining the Lions, the Lions will
always be operating at 100%. So to win, the Lions only have to make sure the Bears aren't operating at
100%. If the Bears can be pushed down to 80%, say, the Lions are then almost guaranteed to win. So
the Lions don't have to hire hitmen to break the Bear's players legs or something. They can just slip a
mickey in to one Gatorade cooler, and if 20% of the Bear's players drink from it, problem solved. Even
better than spiking the punch is something more covert: deliver edited playbooks to key players, who
then memorize bad routes. But even that is old-school, since it risks being found out. You need
something even more covert. How about targeting the mental well-being of the Bear's quarterback and
running back? Send them both fake IRS letters, telling them they are about to be audited. Send them

fake letters from the FBI and Justice Department, telling them they are being targeted in a sting
operation concerning banned PEDs. Or any other number of other gambits. You see the method.
Hopefully you now understand that these alternative sites don't have to pull on the reins much to
achieve their purpose. Their masters are moving ahead full speed on all their projects, so if they can
keep you stalled in any amount, they have met their goal. Which explains the difference between their
sites and mine. I just tell you how things seem to me, with no holding back. I am at pretty much full
throttle all the time, as you know. With the Ukraine War, I didn't lark around saying it might be theater
or a wag-the-dog scenario. I said it definitely was, since I have no doubt. After two years of tall lies
from the governors, the probability this Ukraine War was on the level was absolutely zero. I said the
same thing about Covid back in February 2020, warning it was all another huge conjob from day one
and telling you to push back full steam. Did anyone listen? No. Was I right? Yes, and the con
morphed into the even larger vaccine con, with millions of real vaccines deaths to replace the fake
Covid deaths. I warned about that as well, but no one listened, even my family and friends.
Concerning this war with Ukraine, we saw it coming for months, knowing that a staged war was their
only hope in disentangling themselves from the current mess, and it has come right on cue, with all the
telltale signs. Many of the alternative sites have been saying that as well for months, and yet—now
that it is here—all that is out the window and they are hedging like crazy. Zerohedge is hedging like
there's no tomorrow. The Pundit of the Gateway has forgotten how to pundit, or what he has been
punditing, and now his tea leaves tell him this may be the prelude to nuclear war. Tucker Carlson is
also devoting all or most of each new episode to Ukraine, selling it as real, bringing in his fascist guests
from the Hoover Institute and elsewhere to sell their fear porn dressed up as social critique. The US
truckers are even now closing in on DC, but that is all forgotten. Millions are dying from the vaccines,
but that is all forgotten. You are now in debt to the bankers to the tune of about 10 trillion, but that is
all forgotten. You are expected to drop all that so that you can hate on Putin and salute the flag. It is so
transparent and childish, a five year old could see through it, but a fair percentage of the drug-addled
adults in the US appear to be buying it, dutifully pouring out their Stoly and donating to the Zelensky
thespian-dance fund.
Yes, these big alternative sites slip in a few hints it may be theater. For every ten articles they republish
selling the war as real, they slip in one suggesting it isn't. But that won't cut it. It shouldn't fool you.
At this point, our only hope is to move quickly and strongly against the mainstream line, and though
these sites may sometimes say that, they just as often backpedal and wallow. Watch and you will see
that they are most likely to jump up and down and call for action when nothing is happening, but when
things start happening they put on the brakes. That is their job. As just one example, remember that
when people were asking if they should go out on the streets to protest in the weeks around January 6January 20, Alex Jones and Mike Adams were telling people to stay home since they might be profiled.
This was a prelude to the January 6 event itself, which was staged to scare people from protesting.
Although Jones was there and should have known it was staged, he nonetheless sold it as real
afterwards, and still is. Infowars and these other sites have daily updates on the prisoners in DC,
although there are no prisoners in DC and never were. They weren't in solitary and no one committed
suicide. All that is more fake news. It is all promoted to scare you. You are meant to think you will be
fingered by the Justice Department and thrown into a dark dungeon if you so much as show up to a
protest or give a donut to a trucker. But my recommendation is and always has been just the opposite.
Do everything you can think of. ACT! Protest in masse in your hometown and homestate. You don't
need to go to DC. Gather and organize locally, preferably face to face without your cellphones. Do
everything analog and word of mouth, and thoroughly vet everyone who joins your group. Meaning,
do a full background check on everyone, before you say an important word to him or her. The spooks

are everywhere and they will infiltrate you. But don't let that stop you. There are easy ways around
them as long as you are aware. They rely on your ignorance and flourish only in the dark.
But back to Gateway Pundit. Don't you find it the least bit suspicious that their main topic in 2021, the
vote fraud in Arizona, went absolutely nowhere? They have been slow walking us through that fake
story for over a year, and nothing ever happens. Someone is always about to do something, but never
does. It is because their readers have been relying on the Arizona legislature or the Attorney General to
do something. When the truth is, that ain't ever gonna happen. The government is corrupt through and
through, and it isn't ever going to seriously audit itself or indict itself. Get this through your head: the
government is the problem and it isn't going to save you. Only you are going to save you. How are
you going to do that? Mostly by saying no. When they tell you to put on a mask, in unison you say no.
When they tell you to take a vaccine, in unison you say no. When they tell you to enlist to fight in
Ukraine, you say no. When they tell you to pay for a new fighter jet or a new program to the Moon,
you say no. When they tell you to use their pronouns or to turn your son into your daughter, you say
no. When they tell you serial killers are out to get you, you say no. When they tell you to give up your
guns or gold, say no. When they tell you a jar of piss is an art installation, you say no. Tell them to
take all their conjobs and threats and taxes and fear porn and stick it where the sun don't shine. But
mainly tell them the jig is up, since you won't believe the lies anymore. No matter what they tell you,
you won't believe it, whether it is concerning war or medicine or anything else. You are done believing
them, you are done believing in them, you are done taking orders, and you are done taking suggestions.
You are done being bluffed. IT IS OVER, and you aren't ever going back to the Old World Order or
the New World Order or any other Phoenician conjob by any other name.
There are many fates far worse than death, and the primary one is LIVING WITHOUT HONOR.

*I have seen more silly gambits recently, including the Miles/Sea Beast thing. Anytime you do a general search
on me now, these “common questions” are inserted into the search about halfway down the first page. The
whole, “other questions about Miles Mathis” insert. As if other people are searching on this, so you should too.
It is now led by a link to a guy who has allegedly done my genealogy back to the flood, finding that I am a
Merovingian and a Nephilim Sea-Beast. He just happens to be the same anonymous guy Fauxlex that was
involved in the slander of me at Piece of Mindful a few years ago. I guess he figures you won't notice his fake
name means “fake law”. He's pretty much admitting he is a fraud. Mark Tokarski eventually fired him, deleted
the series, and apologized to me, but Fauxlex had an assignment so he had to continue meeting his deadlines.
For some reason he thought this would be a powerful denunciation of me, linking me to a Sea-Beast. I am the
Kraken now, I guess. As usual, he just makes himself look stupid and does me no real harm, but it is informative
nonetheless. It tells us how desperate Intel is to blackwash me, and how Google and Bing will go along with
anything if they see a chance of that happening.
Another strange gambit, heavily promoted but equally weak, is the gambit to lead searches to me instead to a
Mathis Miles, a teenager at youtube pulling faces and pretending to be retarded. This is the level of my
opposition.

